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I. A FEW FACTS



Genes in pieces
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RNA
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some eukaryotic genes are stitched together from ‘exons’ (as in expressed),
intervening sequences, called introns , are removed from the messenger RNA



Prevalence of introns
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Introns constitute a hallmark of eukaryotic gene organization

Prokaryotes have no spliceosomal introns, and no detectable traces of a spliceosome

Some eukaryotes have very few introns (yeasts), and some have very many (humans)

©!2006!Nature Publishing Group!
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Exon shuffling 
A process by which ectopic 
recombination within introns 
leads to the creation of new 
genetic products.

Dollo parsimony
A method in which a character 
(in this case an intron position) 
is inferred to have arisen exactly 
once on the evolutionary tree 
in the ancestor of the most 
distantly related pair of species 
that share the character. 
Absence of the character in 
descendents of this ancestor is 
then explained by the minimal 
pattern of losses necessary to 
explain the observed 
phylogenetic distribution.

or are themselves, deleterious mutations20,21. Therefore, 
the evolution of spliceosomal introns has broad implica-
tions for many fundamental evolutionary questions.

Research into the timing, mechanisms and causes of 
spliceosomal intron evolution has been extremely active 
in the past few years, resolving some old controversies 
and sparking some new ones. Here we discuss recent 
studies of the rise and fall of intron number through 
eukaryotic evolution, mechanisms of intron gain and loss, 
and the evolutionary forces that might be responsible 
for these changes.

The timing of intron evolution
The introns early–introns late debate. There are two 
main, long-standing alternative explanations for the 
origin of introns. The introns-early (IE) model proposes 
that introns are extremely old, and were numerous in 
the ancestors of eukaryotes and prokaryotes17,22–38, with 
introns allowing the modular assembly of very early 
full-length genes from shorter exon-encoded fragments 
through ‘exon shuffling’. In this model, introns were then 
lost from prokaryotic genomes. By contrast, according to 
the introns-late (IL) model, the phylogenetic restriction 
of spliceosomal introns to eukaryotes reflects their more 
recent insertion into originally intronless genes after the 
divergence of eukaryotes and prokaryotes7–9,45–56.

With accumulating evidence, the more extreme 
versions of these two models — which view nearly all 
introns as being either extremely old or new — have 
yielded to more nuanced perspectives. Currently, IE 

adherents postulate that only a minority of modern 
introns predate the eukaryote–prokaryote split31–38, 
whereas most IL supporters believe that introns 
evolved from type II bacterial introns in relatively early 
eukaryotes7–9. However, vigorous debate continues about 
both the presence of introns in prokaryote–eukaryote 
ancestors and the relative importance of intron loss and 
intron gain in eukaryotic evolution. We begin our dis-
cussion with the key issues of intron conservation, loss 
and gain.

Patterns of intron retention, gain and loss. The massive 
variation in intron number among eukaryotic species 
shows no simple phylogenetic pattern, with intron-rich 
and intron-poor species interspersed in the eukaryotic 
phylogenetic tree. This pattern implies recurrent episodes 
of massive intron loss and/or gain. At one extreme, the 
common ancestors of intron-rich and intron-poor species 
could have been intron-poor, with intron-rich 
species having undergone more recent insertions. In this 
case, intron-position correspondence between distant 
species should be relatively rare. At the other extreme, 
nearly all modern introns could be inherited from 
intron-rich ancestors, with intron-poor species having 
experienced massive intron loss. In this case, intron-
position coincidence between widely diverged species 
might be expected to be nearly complete.

The actual degree of intron-position correspond-
ence lies between these two extremes57,58. Rogozin and 
co-workers found significant but incomplete corre-
spondence of intron positions in 684 sets of orthologous 
genes from 8 species with fully sequenced genomes58. 
They found that 25% of human introns are at the exact 
same position (between the homologous pair of nucle-
otides in the alignment) as an intron in the ortholo-
gous gene from Arabidopsis thaliana, and that 40% of 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe intron positions match an 
intron position from a non-fungus. On the other hand, 
20–68% of introns in a species are specific to that species. 
Together, these results imply considerable intron gain 
and/or loss over the past hundreds of millions of years.

Is it possible that these intron-position correspond-
ences are due to independent insertions into the 
homologous position along different lineages47,59–67? 
Occasional cases of such ‘parallel insertion’ have been 
documented59, and there is accumulating evidence that 
intron insertions ‘prefer’ certain sequences47,60–67, increas-
ing the possibility of such multiple insertions. However, 
parallel insertion seems unlikely to explain a significant 
fraction of observed intron-position correspondences, 
as simulations of targeted intron insertion for genes in 
the Rogozin et al. data set showed only 5–10% as many 
correspondences as are actually observed68. The number 
of actual parallel insertions could be even lower: if many 
introns have been retained from ancestral species, there 
has been less subsequent insertion than the simulations 
assumed, and therefore fewer parallel insertions.

However, even if most intron-position correspond-
ences do represent ancestral introns, there is still disa-
greement about the meaning of the observed patterns 
of correspondence. Rogozin et al. used Dollo parsimony 

Figure 1 | Distribution of spliceosomal introns in eukaryotic species. The number
 of introns per gene is shown for a selection of well-characterized eukaryotic species, 
derived from a survey of the literature. The full names of the species shown are as follows: 
Anopheles gambiae; Arabidopsis thaliana; Aspergillus nidulans; Bigelowiella natans 
Nucleomorph; Caenorhabditis briggsae; Caenorhabditis elegans; Candida albicans; 
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii; Ciona intestinalis; Cryptococcus neoformans; 
Cryptosporidium parvum; Cyanidioschyzon merolae; Dictyostelium discoideum; 
Drosophila melanogaster; Encephalitozoon cuniculi; Giardia lamblia, Guillardia theta 
Nucleomorph; Homo sapiens; Leishmania major; Mus musculus; Neurospora crassa; 
Oryza sativa; Paramecium aurelia; Phanerochaete chrysosporium; Plasmodium falciparum; 
Plasmodium yoelii; Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Schizosaccharomyces pombe; Takifugu 
rubripes; Thalassiosira pseudonana; Trichomonas vaginalis. 
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Gene structure evolution stretches through

eukaryotic evolution
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Splicing is very old: [Collins & Penny Mol Biol Evol 22:1053, 2005]
Spliceosome: five snRNPs (a small RNA bound by several proteins), plus > 150
associated proteins
⇒ Already present in the last common ancestor of extant eukaryotes (LECA)

Gene structure is conserved: [Rogozin, Wolf, Sorokin, Mirkin, Koonin Curr
Biol 13:1512, 2003]
intron sites are preserved across large evolutionary distances
(e.g., 1/3 of human-Arabidopsis introns coincide)



Structural similarity between orthologs
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Some interesting questions
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• origin of spliceosomal introns: how and when (with respect to the earliest
eukaryotes) did they appear?

• dynamics of intron evolution: mechanisms, quantities and selection of intron
loss and gain in lineages



Intron site homology
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Intron conservation⇒ evolution can be traced back until the earliest eukaryotes
. . . if only one could establish homology between introns

Intron gains and losses are rare (rates of 10−12..10−9 per year)
but intronic sequences evolve largely neutrally

⇒ not much happens between organisms with alignable non-coding sequences
e.g., 122 intron losses in 17000 genes across human-mouse-rat-dog alignments
(Coulombe-Huntington & Majewski, Genome Res 17:23, 2007)

Project intron positions onto protein sequence to establish distant site homology

C G A G... A T G C C G ...

coding sequence

G C G T ...

intron

A G G G T G ...

Met Pro Ala Val ......

chr16:q13

POLR2C

untranslated



Analysis of intron data
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Rogozin, Wolf, Sorokin, Mirkin, Koonin Current Biology 13:1512 (2003)



Intron data
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Once you determined which introns are in orthologous positions (from intron-
annotated multiple alignments), you have a 0-1 data set (0= absent, 1= present)

Current Biology
1514

Table 2. Conservation of Intron Positions among Eukaryotes

Pf Sc Sp At Ce Dm Ag Hs

Pf 450/971 2 48 137 50 46 54 145
Sc 1 22/46 7 3 3 3 4 6
Sp 34 6 450/839 209 98 114 111 308
At 97 2 147 2933/5589 353 255 254 1148
Ce 33 2 63 240 1468/3465 315 312 948
Dm 32 1 72 161 179 723/1826 787 802
Ag 36 1 62 158 176 382 675/1768 771
Hs 104 3 207 787 557 433 403 3345/6930

The diagonal (numbers in bold) shows the total number of introns in the 684 analyzed genes (denominator) from the given species and the
number of introns in conserved regions of alignments (numerator). For each pair of species, the total number of shared introns is shown
above the diagonal, and the number of introns in conserved regions is shown below the diagonal. Species abbreviations: At, Arabidopsis
thaliana; Ce, Caenorhabditis elegans; Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Hs, Homo sapiens; Ag, Anopheles gambiae; Pf, Plasmodium falciparum;
Sc, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Sp, Schizosaccharomyces pombe.

clade and another anomalous cluster formed by S. todes, and arthropods. These observations show that
intron locations are not suitable markers for phyloge-pombe and Plasmodium (Figure 2). Other phylogenetic

approaches, including unweighted maximum parsimony netic analysis at long evolutionary distances.
Having shown that evolution of introns in eukaryoticand several distance methods, reproduced the topology

seen in Figure 2 (not shown). The topology of the con- genes did not follow the species tree, we applied parsi-
mony in the opposite direction: given a species treestructed trees supports the notion, already suggested

by the data in Table 2, that ancestral introns have been, topology, we constructed the most parsimonious (and,
by inference, most likely) scenario for intron evolution,to a large extent, conserved in plants and vertebrates

but have been extensively eliminated in fungi, nema- i.e., the distribution of intron gain and loss events over

Figure 1. Examples of Conservation and Variability of Intron Positions in Orthologous Eukaryotic Genes

The data are for KOG0402 (ribosomal protein L37). The intron positions are shown directly on the alignment, and the conversion of the intron
alignment mapping into an absence/presence matrix is illustrated. “1” indicates the presence of an intron, and “0” indicates the absence of
an intron in the given alignment position (shown on the top of the table). The highly conserved intron positions are highlighted. Species
abbreviations: At, Arabidopsis thaliana; Ce, Caenorhabditis elegans; Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Hs, Homo sapiens; Ag, Anopheles gambiae;
Pf, Plasmodium falciparum; Sc, Saccharomyces cerevisiae; Sp, Schizosaccharomyces pombe.

Rogozin, Wolf, Sorokin, Mirkin, Koonin Current Biology 13:1512 (2003)
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II. MARKOV MODELS



Intron evolution - abstraction
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intron presence/absence in a homologous position is encoded by 1/0

! homologous sites (concatenate data for different genes)

data for an organism is a 0-1 sequence of length !

T evolutionary tree over n organisms (rooted binary tree with labeled leaves)

intron states (0 or 1) evolve along the tree from the root towards the leaves

state may change along every branch; model defines the joint distribution of random
intron states ξ(u) ∈ {0,1} for all nodes u

0

0 1

1 0 1 0

0 1 11



Probabilistic model: assumptions
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• parallel intron gains on different tree edges are allowed

• introns evolve independently

⇒ every intron can be analyzed independently

0

0 1

1 0 1 0

0 1 11

c h a r a
c t e r

character : vector of leaf states ξ =
(
ξ(u): u ∈ {leaves of T}

)
is observable



Probabilistic model: parameters
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root state is 1 with probability π1, or 0 with probability π0 = 1− π1

state transition on edge e with probabilities p0→1(e), p0→0(e), p1→0(e), p1→1(e)

writing with branch length (t), gain (λ) and loss rates (µ):

p0→1 =
λ

λ + µ
−

λ

λ + µ
e−t(λ+µ)

- rates (λ, µ) may vary across branches
- can incorporate additional rate variation across sites

(Markov model for binary character)



Likelihood
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Notation: x(u) ∈ {0,1} intron state observed at leaf u

Need to consider all possible states at ancestral nodes for the likelihood

Likelihood for observed states x of an intron site

fx = P{ξ = x} =
∑

x̃ : possible states at nodes
πx̃(root)

∏

tree edges uv

px̃(u)→x̃(v)(uv).

Likelihood for the whole data

L(x1, . . . , x!) =
!∏

i=1
fxi



Unobserved intron sites
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Problem: there are no unobserved intron sites (x = 0n) in the data but have
non-zero probability in the model

⇒ simply using the presence/absence data at the leaves without all-0 columns
introduces a bias in the likelihood optimization (underestimates intron loss)

Solution: compute the likelihood P
{

data
∣∣∣∣ no all-absent sites

}

Mathematically:

L(x1, . . . , x!) =
!∏

i=1

fxi

P{ξ %= 0n}
= (1− f0n)−!

!∏

i=1
fxi

. . . just like Felsenstein’s correction for restriction site data [Felsenstein, Evolution 46:159, 1992]



Computing the likelihood: peeling
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Classic dynamic programming method [Felsenstein 1983] for state set A = {0,1}

Principal tool: conditional likelihoods L(a)
i (u) — probability for leaf states at

site i in the subtree of node u, when u is in state a

Recurrence for proceeding from leaves toward the root

L(a)
i (u) = I{xi(u) = a} when u is a leaf,

L(a)
i (u) =

∏

v∈children(u)

( ∑

b∈A
pa→b(uv)L(b)

i (v)
)

when u is not a leaf,

a L   (u)i
(a)

b

L   (v)i
(b)



Fast evaluation of the likelihood
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Parameters of the model (gain and loss probabilities on edges) are computed by
maximizing the likelihood

⇒ likelihood needs to be evaluated many times, taking Θ(!n) time by the peeling
algorithm

Theorem. The likelihood function can be computed in O(n!/ log !) time on
almost all phylogenies, after a one-time preprocessing step that takes O(n!) time.

Practice: on intron data, 50–500 times faster than naı̈ve implementation

Details: Csűrös, Holey, Rogozin, ISMB 2007



Fast evaluation of the likelihood
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Observation: L(a)
i (u) = L(a)

j (u) if different sample columns xi and xj assign
the same labels to leaves in the subtree of u

0 0

0 1 11

0 1

0 1 01

u u

! =010110
i

! =010101
j

Idea: first identify different subtree labelings, and then compute the conditional
likelihoods L(a)

x (u) where x takes the values of the subtree labelings in the input
data



Preprocessing
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Preprocessing (compression): given the data (x1, . . . , x!),
determine the multiset of observed labelings (i.e., with multiplicities) within each
subtree

Thm. The multiset of observed labelings can be computed for all nodes u (simul-
taneously) in Θ(!n) time.

(Difficulty: one needs to avoid the comparison of length-O(n) vectors at each
node, otherwise n2 factor in the time complexity)

Previous applications:
- Larget and Simon [1998]: O(n2) label comparisons
- Kosakovsky Pond and Muse [2004]: heuristic ordering of pruning tasks
- Stamatakis et al. [2002]: only identity labelings



Algorithm — evaluation
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After preprocessing, evaluating the conditional likelihoods at node u takes Θ(r|Su|)
time where r = |A| is the alphabet size, and Su is the set of observed labelings

⇒ computing the likelihood takes O(rs) time where

s =
∑

u∈{nodes of T}
Su.

Thm.

• For random* trees, s = O(!n/ logr !) on average

• For random* trees, s ≤ 5!n
1+logr ! with probability 1− o(n/ log4 !)

* Yule-Harding model (coalescent)

⇒ after O(!n) preprocessing, the likelihood can be evaluated in
sublinear O(!n/ logr !) time for almost all phylogenies



Yule-Harding model
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random tree generation procedure for Yule-Harding distribution of phylogenies

Hsap Cele Dmel Mmus Scer Atha Pfalrandom permutation
 of taxa

1 2 3 n4

Xtro

start with tree (1,2) 1 2

for all i=3,4,..., n:
 pick random edge leading 
to a leaf and connect i to it

1

2 3

1

2

3 4

1

2 3 45

1

2 3

4

5

6

1

2

4

5

63 7

1

2

4

5

63 7

1 8

Note: tree shape is determined by the series of leaf selection (here 232431)



Proof
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Recall: s =
∑

u∈{nodes of T} Su where Su is the number of different labelings of
u’s subtree seen in the sample

Now, if there are t leaves in the subtree, then |Su| ≤ min{!, rt} where r is the
alphabet size (r = 2 for introns; r = 3 with ambiguous characters)

Therefore,

s ≤
n∑

k=1
Ck min{!, rk}

where Ck is the number of subtrees with k leaves

The proof for the bound on s follows from the fact that Ck ≈ 2n/k2 for all
k < n.



Number of subtrees
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Ck: number of subtrees with k leaves

Thm. For all 1 ≤ k < n in Yule-Harding model,

• expected value ECk = 2n
k(k+1), i.e., 2

k+1 fraction of leaves in size-k subtrees

• Ck is concentrated around its expected value:
P{|Ck − ECk| ≥ ε} ≤ 2e−2ε2/2n

Proof. Expectation: Devroye [Random Structures and Algorithms, 2:303, 1991],
revisited by McKenzie & Steel (k = 2) and Rosenberg (k > 2) in 2000 and 2006,
respectively

Concentration: Ck changes by at most 2 if you change one attachment in the
leaf selection sequence (subtree prune and regraft) + McDiarmid’s inequality for
martingales with bounded differences



Even better in practice
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The theorem hold for any data set, but there is even less variation in true data

n ! r n! n|Sroot| bound s
8 7236 2 101304 1386 368 183

18 8044 2 273496 19142 16764 1196
47 5216 3 479872 309120 65743 10305
23 10000 4 440000 46124
47 10000 4 920000 148460

Fourth column (n!): original peeling algorithm
Fifth column (n|Sroot|): compression at root only
Sixth column: theorem’s bound on s
Seventh column (s): exact value



Computing ancestral states and events
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Method: (1) compute posterior probabilities for intron presence at nodes, as well as
intron state transitions on edges
(2) sum posterior probabilities to obtain expected values for intron density at nodes,
as well as losses and gains on edges + correction for absent sites

a node u in state a 
at site i

U    (u)i

L   (u)i
(a)

(a)

upper likelihood U(u) computed via similar recursions as L(u)
(preorder traversal, use parent’s U and siblings’ L)
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III. A SOFTWARE PACKAGE



Advertisement: MALIN
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MALIN — a software package for the evolutionary analysis of eukaryotic gene
structure
http://www.iro.umontreal.ca/∼csuros/introns/malin/

Free Software! Graphical User Interface!



MALIN: alignments
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user specifies conservation criteria for intron site homology



MALIN: rates
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displaying loss and gain rates



MALIN: histories
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displaying aggregate history for multiple intron sites
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IV. INFERRED CHARACTERISTICS



Exon-intron structure in Chromalveolates
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Data: 23 organisms, 392 orthologous gene families, 7030 intron-bearing sites

Osat
O. sativa (rice)

Atha
A. thaliana

Ptri
P. trichocarpa (poplar)

Crei
C. reinhardtii

Otau
O. tauri

Pber
P. berghei

Pyoe
P. yoelii

Pcha
P. chabaudi

Pfal
P. falciparum

Tpar
T. parva

Tann
T. annulata

Pram
P. ramorum

Psoj
P. sojae

Tthe
Tetrahymena thermophyla

Ptet
Paramecium tetraurelia

Ftri
P. tricornutum (diatom)
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Ciliates

Heterokonts

Plants

Alveolata

Chromalveolata
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Pbla
P. blakeesleanus Rory

R. oryzae

Ccin
C. cinereus

Pchr
P. chrysosporium

Tcas
T. castaneum (beetle)

Amel
A. mellifera (bee)

Hsap
H. sapiens

A
n
im

als

Zygomycota

Basidiomycota

Opisthokonta

Fungi

Viridiplantae

Eukaryota

(sources: RefSeq, JGI, MIT/Broad)



Introns are retained with varying intensity
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Check the distribution of intron sharing in four alveolate lineages

⇒ high incidence of intron loss, with varying rates at different sites



High ancestral intron density
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⇒ ancestral alveolate intron density was comparable to humans

methods: continuous-time Markov process for intron gain and loss at a site, branch-specific rates, two loss rate categories,

likelihood optimization, posterior probabilities for predicting presence at ancestors, error bars from bootstrap



Conclusion
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Osat

Atha

Pber
Pyoe

Cneo

Umay

Ncra

Scer

Spom

Ptri

Pchr

Ccin

Mgri
Gzea

Cimm

Afum

Anid

Cgla

Klac Dhan

Ylip

Pbla

Rory

Pcha Pfal

Tpar

Tann

Pram

Psoj

Ttet

Ddis Ehis

Rnor

Trub

Drer

Cbri

Cele Dpse

Dmel

Amel

Mmul
Mdom

Oana
Ggal

Xtro

Tnig
Olat

Cint

Csav

Mbre

Agam

Aaeg

Tcas

Spur

P r e d o m i n a n t  i n t r o n  l o s s

Rampant intron gain

slow evolution of exon-intron structure

H. sapiens
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